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Photographing Eastern Europe’s turmoil in the
90s
Following the fall of the USSR, Robin Graubard travelled the region and documented the

realities of post-Communist society.

By Christina Elia; photos by Robin Graubard | 09 May 2022, 3:54pm
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When Robin Graubard came of age in the 70s and 80s, against the backdrop of the Lower

East Side punk scene, her camera guided her through the extravagant universe of leather

jackets, liberty spikes, and edgy melodies. Photography was a way to make sense of an ever-

changing world, and consequently, her place in it. “I’ve always considered myself a hybrid

artist and photographer,” she tells me. Less interested in nitpicking dates for historical accuracy,

she’s “more so concerned with cultural and social dynamics.” 

Once the early 90s rolled

around, the newspaper Robin

worked for went on strike

indefinitely. Seeking a new

source of inspiration, she

discovered one at a park near

the United Nations in

Manhattan. Protesters were raising awareness about the increasingly bloody territorial conflicts

in Yugoslavia, though they’d been scarcely reported on in mainstream American media. Robin

approached a group of women who were protesting to learn more, and before long, decided

on her next career move. “Some of their stories really touched me,” she says. “After that, I was

determined to capture the war.” 

From 1992 to 1996, Robin traveled across former Yugoslavia, Poland, Albania, Bulgaria, and

Romania with her camera in tow, photographing the brutality of combat, economic collapse,

and the evolution of a post-Communist society following the fall of the USSR. Her niche body of

work focused primarily on women and children, specifically the refugees who fled Eastern

Europe in the face of mounting ethnic tensions. Road To Nowhere, a monograph released by

Loose Joints on April 13th, chronicles Robin’s adventure through a series of 130 unflinching

photographs in both black-and-white and color, most of which went unseen for almost 30

years. 

After flying first to Prague, Robin passed through Serbia, stopping in a small town for the night

before arriving in Belgrade. Hyperinflation had erupted across Yugoslavia by then, causing

widespread starvation as grocery prices soared, gas stations closed, and the national

currency’s value continued to plummet. “Everything looked pretty bleak. Shops were empty,

windows were broken, and people were selling cigarettes on the street,” Robin explains. “My

hotel had no lightbulbs. That was my introduction to war.” She didn’t shy away from similar

scenes of destitution during the rest of her voyage, capturing dilapidated buildings, emaciated

children in orphanages, and civilians suffering from shell shock. 

Violence pervaded her trip,

especially in Bosnia, where

Robin witnessed the beginning

of the Bosnian War and the   

unfathomable atrocities

preceding the Bosnian

genocide, which was largely

fueled by Islamophobia. She recalls walking through Sarajevo with her camera in 1993,

attempting to avoid the infamous ‘sniper alley’ and constant shelling attacks. While other

reporters had the luxury of armored vehicles, Robin did not. Well-acquainted with the perils of

freelance photography, she walked, hitched rides, and picked up odd jobs as she went along,

often enlisting the assistance of local high schoolers to translate the language. By her side amid

all the chaos was her longtime companion Cvetko, whom she met early in her travels and still

remembers fondly. 

“After we landed, we got a ride in an armored jeep to the Holiday Inn in Sarajevo, which was

essentially another front line of the war,” Robin writes in the book under a heading called

Thinking About Cvetko. “Heavy shelling went on outside my window every night. I crouched on

the floor of my hotel room, thinking it would protect me. Somehow it did.”

This fusion of autobiographical

and archival elements gives

Road To Nowhere the feeling of

an intimate photo diary. While

her precise timeline remains a

tad hazy, every image evokes

vivid memories for Robin, like

when she saw frontline soldiers casually throwing up peace signs in Grbavica, a residential

quarter near Sarajevo. “I felt like I was taking pictures of kids in Times Square,” she says. “These

were supposed to be the deadliest soldiers in the war.” Another striking photo captures the

calm before the storm: a group of young Muslim soldiers in the middle of target practice,

smiling widely as if to pose for a class picture. In July 1995, about a year after Robin left

Sarajevo, Bosnian Serb forces massacred over 8,000 Muslim men and boys in Srebrenica, a

small mountain town near the city. 

Several of Robin’s photos also document emerging youth subcultures, providing a bit of

positivity during dark times. Her camera occasionally led her to unexpected moments of

camaraderie: teenagers in baggy clothes playing arcade games together, rowdy house guests

dancing on tables, or lovers kissing passionately in the street. Once, as Robin roamed around

Belgrade, she randomly noticed a poster advertising an all-night rock concert and chose to

attend on a whim. Euphoric partygoers raged until the early morning hours, rising from the

ashes to create a temporary oasis of optimism, unity, and bliss.

As for the book’s ambiguous title, Robin doesn’t remember the exact inspiration for Road To

Nowhere — only that she was listening to Cat Stevens when the idea occurred to her. “It means

different things to me at different moments,” she says. “I definitely left it up for interpretation.”

Maybe it’s a pessimistic metaphor for the cycle of violence she observed throughout Eastern

Europe, given how her photos hold more emotional weight in light of Russia’s recent invasion of

Ukraine. Or, we can choose to read the name as a tribute to those refugees who were brave

enough to escape, hoping that even the road to nowhere was worth the risk. 

Road To Nowhere, published by Loose Joints, is out now. 

Follow i-D on Instagram and TikTok for more on culture and photography.
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Photos of NYC youth culture during the 80s
war on drugs
A new exhibit by street photographer Jamel Shabazz documents the carefree joy of New

York City youth during one of the city’s most difficult eras.

By Christina Elia | 19 April 2022, 3:28pm
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From Brooklyn stoops to buzzing street corners in the Bronx, a kind of unmistakable energy

defined New York City in the 80s. Rollerskates were all the rage, and no style trio was as

iconic as bomber jackets, bucket hats, and track pants. After clawing its way from the brink of

bankruptcy in the late 70s, New York emerged stronger on the other side, ready to tackle the

new era with effortless confidence. Slowly but surely, the city started to come alive again –

though many might argue it never died in the first place.

Brooklyn-born photographer Jamel Shabazz had also arrived in the city at a crucial turning

point. In 1980, he returned from a stint in the army, still looking for some sort of direction, and

found himself interested in street photography. Encouraged by his father and uncle, who were

both professional photographers, Jamel reignited the passion he once discovered while flipping

through photo books during his adolescence, only with a slight twist.

“As a child coming up in the

60s, I recall seeing images of

war, hatred, and despair,” he

says. “Those still exist in my

mind, but I feel a great

responsibility to counter a lot of

these negative and often

stereotypical depictions.”

So he set off, equipped with a 35mm camera and an adventurous spirit, determined to capture

the lively pulse of city life from a happier perspective. Fascinated by New York’s emerging

youth culture, especially the nascent hip-hop scene, his decades-long exploration brought him

to all five boroughs in search of inspiration, including Red Hook, Brownsville, Fort Greene,

Harlem, and Grand Concourse. Jamel Shabazz: Eyes On The Street, an exhibition on view at

The Bronx Museum in New York, follows this dynamic journey through a selection of over 150

extraordinary photographs taken between 1980 and 2020, many of which have never been

displayed before.

“By showing areas many New

Yorkers haven’t visited, Jamel’s

photos unveil a vibrant, mostly

youthful community previously

unseen by the rest of the world,”

says Sergio Bessa, the show’s

curator. “But he wasn’t a voyeur;

he was one with whom he portrayed.”

A few subjects were friends, others strangers-turned-friends, quickly coming to be at ease thanks

to Jamel’s empathetic lens. He had a special fondness for Flatbush and East Flatbush, home to

a mixture of immigrants from the Caribbean, Central America, South America, and the southern

United States. Each community embodied a distinct aesthetic with a sense of heightened

theatricality, from snazzy b-boys rocking Nikes or Puma Suede to young women flaunting their

finest designer purses. “I can honestly say some of my most iconic images came from Prospect

Park,” Jamel says. “Folks in Brooklyn took great pride in being unique and stylish.” His more

candid pictures encapsulate simpler joys, like watching children play together outside or

hearing teenagers laugh on the subway.

Preserving lighthearted moments of amusement proved to be a vital practice in the early to mid-

80s, when the vibrancy of Jamel’s favorite stomping grounds began to fade away. Mortality

rates skyrocketed as the crack epidemic continued to devastate working-class neighborhoods

across New York, many of which already suffered from decaying infrastructure and threats of

gentrification. “The 80s were some of my best times,” he says. “Then life as I once knew it

changed overnight. Friends became enemies and violent battles for territories ensued. Many

young people with promising futures fell victim to either using or selling crack.” President

Reagan’s ‘war on drugs’ disproportionately imprisoned people of color, primarily Black people

in the city’s outer boroughs.

Through it all, photography served as a source of solace for Jamel and a memory of what was

lost. In 1983, he encountered what he describes as a beautiful couple in downtown Brooklyn

on their way to pierce their daughter’s ears. Peering through his viewfinder at the heartwarming

milestone, he could only imagine how much they would cherish the image one day. Though he

gave the couple his business card and offered a copy of the developed photo, as he always

does, he never heard back. Until he posted the picture on Instagram last year and finally

reconnected with the mother to learn her story. A few years after she met Jamel, she and the

baby’s father fell victim to addiction, later resulting in her partner’s violent death.

This firsthand account is one of

many from Jamel’s forthcoming

monograph A Time Before

Crack, which will be re-released

by Powerhouse Books this

summer. Alongside Eyes On The

Street, the project offers an

uplifting counter-narrative to a tragic period in New York City history, immortalizing faces that

have long since disappeared. “I’m amazed to have devoted fans from around the globe who

reach out to me every day expressing their appreciation for my work,” he says. “I’m also

honored to lend my voice to a space where the community can travel back in time at no cost.”

Eyes On The Street is on view at The Bronx Museum until September 4th, 2022.
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A photographic love letter to complicated
sisterly relationships
London photographer Francesca Allen documents her younger sister and a dynamic in flux

with her new book, ‘I’d like to get to know you’.

By Frankie Dunn | 01 April 2022, 7:00am
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The relationship between siblings is often a difficult one – famously so when it comes to sisters.

It’s something that rings true to photographer Francesca Allen and her younger sister Alida,

who were never particularly close growing up. With seven years between them, they seemed

to be forever in different life stages and the supposed inbuilt friendship never came naturally.

Now that they are both in their 20s, and two very different people with different life

experiences, Francesca has become increasingly eager to reconnect. They did so via a

camera lens.  

Taken over the course of a summer spent at their family home in rural Devon, I’d like to get to

know you is Francesca’s second monograph. As the title suggests, the photo book documents

Alida, exploring the many facets of her personality and reimagining the duo’s long-established

dynamic. We join the sisters as they frolic in the fields at golden hour, bathe in a nearby river

and ride horses in bathing suits. Francesca might be behind the camera, but we feel her

presence. We see it too, in a black-and-white shot of her standing over Alida in a bathtub, her

feet just in the frame as she balances on the rim.

Although Alida is technically the

first person Francesca ever

photographed, this project

marked something more

significant for both of them.

“When we were younger the

photos were quite… experimental,” she says. “The first photos of Alida that feel true to my work

were taken around 2015. We did a really lovely series for i-D around then too. One of the

images in the book is an exact recreation of the photo that went to print — same location and

time of day but six years later.” 

Did you and Alida grow up in Devon? Is it your childhood home in the photographs?

I wish it was – I’m so jealous that Alida grew up there. It was my dream to live somewhere like

that, surrounded by animals. Alida isn’t very outdoorsy, so it was a bit wasted on her. My family

moved there about 10 years ago, just after I left home.  

What would you say are the similarities and differences between the two of you? 

We are both very sensitive and play our cards close. I think we are both empathetic and in

tune with other people’s emotions. We have differing communication styles though. This sounds

quite ‘therapy’… Alida says I am more grown up than her; I would hope so.  

Was there intention behind the project or did it simply happen?

I’ve always wanted to make a book with Alida, I just wasn’t sure when. She is quite possibly my

favourite person to photograph. If I’m feeling in a rut, I think we can always circle back to each

other; they are always my favourite photos. We collaborated with stylist Claire Lemaigre who

brought an important vision to the project. We mixed our existing wardrobes with pieces from

Claire and designer Eliza Collin to create styling that felt, and was, very real. This created a

really lovely cohesion and flow to the project. 

How did your relationship evolve over the course of the summer? 

I always find photographing someone quite intense, and I think our relationship mirrored that. It

definitely ebbed and flowed over time.

Did using your family home as a setting for this project also lead you to see the space

differently? 

It’s funny because the house doesn’t feature that much in the images, but it was very much the

setting for the project. The majority of the interior images are set in my bedroom, against a

white wall. The rest of the house is so busy; there’s a whole family, dogs, chickens, ducks, cats.

It’s quite chaotic. You don’t see that from the photos.  

Is there a photograph that you feel best represents your relationship?

Maybe the last image in the book - I’m standing above her in the bath. You can see my toes; a

little bit of me, a little bit of Alida. It’s sort of a pretend documentary photo – everything in it is

real, but perhaps we wouldn’t be in this scenario if the camera wasn’t there too.  

Finally, what would you say is the essence of I’d Like To Get To Know You?

I think it’s up for interpretation, I’ve left it quite open-ended. You can take it at face value or

choose to look further into the images. It’s a love letter to all the complicated sister

relationships.  

Francesca’s book ‘I’d like to get to know you’ is out now and available here. The

accompanying exhibition runs until 24 April at 10 14 Gallery, London.

Credits

Photography Francesca Allen 

Styling Claire Lemaigre 

photography that explores coming of age in japan by francesca
allen
FRANKIE DUNN
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Campbell Addy on his new chapter and why
he’s ready to go full camp
As the photographer prepares to release his first monograph ‘Feeling Seen’, he reflects on

his journey so far, and developing a new mission statement.

By Ashley Tyner | 22 March 2022, 12:48pm
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The early pages of Campbell Addy’s new monograph reflect a rare level of critical acclaim.

Feeling Seen, which will be released this April, features a broad selection of commissioned

fashion photographs mixed with his signature portraiture; alongside words and reflections from

friends, family, and figures like Tyler the Creator, Edward Enninful — one of Campbell’s mentors,

who contributed a foreword — and Naomi Campbell, whom he’s photographed multiple times. 

Naomi’s quote expands on a tweet she posted in 2019, after sitting for portraits with him that

would cover The Guardian’s Weekend magazine. “It’s my first time in thirty-three and a half

years shooting with a black photographer in mainstream fashion,” she wrote. She layers

additional context into the book, recalling that the British Fashion Council award she won a few

weeks later was also the first time she felt seen by her industry in the UK. For her, “that night was

a double honour,” because Campbell also received a British Fashion Award — his second in as

many years — naming him one of the BFC’s ‘New Wave: Creatives’.

Campbell’s ascension, since his start launching Nii Journal — an independent fashion magazine

that ultimately evolved into an agency — has transformed him into one of the fashion industry’s

most influential photographers. An insatiable work ethic locked him in full-tilt, consistently

booking jobs with the world’s top models and celebrities for publications including WSJ, Vogue

Italia and of course, i-D. 

Speaking on his feeling about awards and the complicated notion of success, Campbell

admits over Zoom that while, “I can understand it and I can comprehend it”, he can’t “touch

and smell it”.  The intangible satisfaction of external validation isn’t what he’s really chasing;

he’s fundamentally driven by a visceral need to express himself. “I didn't want to get caught up

in the rat race, in the wheel of success; especially in an industry like ours,” he explains. “I’d just

be chasing manmade objects, instead of ideas. If I start assessing everything as something that

can be calculated, I’ll end up turning it into an algorithm, as opposed to feeling it.” 

It’s no surprise, then, that he’s

disinterested in the media

packaging that often surrounds

his work and that of his

contemporaries; fellow Black

photographers like Quill Lemons,

or his close friend Tyler Mitchell.

Finding that the focus on a “New Black Vanguard” movement can sometimes feel disingenuous

when placed in the wrong hands, he emphasises that his bonds with individuals in his close

community, no matter how well-known they may be, are based on genuine connection and the

creative “exchange of information”, as he calls it, not corporate or commercial interest in Black

artists. “When we hang out, we talk about K-pop, or boys, or about this new movie or this new

song,” Campbell says. Their conversations, as with any real friendship, are about survival by

way of belonging. 

“There’s always a flux and a friction to be the first of anything — it’s bittersweet,” Campbell

observes, reflecting on representation in fashion and the crucial role of technology in creating

space for inclusivity. He laments the fact that these resources weren’t as readily available to the

figures who paved the way for him. “I’m very blessed to have been born in the age of such

information. I can't imagine if I was Andre [Leon Talley] or Edward [Enninful], or people that

you can count on your hands, you know. There was no Instagram. To be connected, and

exchange information must have been so much more difficult.”

Further into the monograph, in a transcribed conversation, esteemed curator and journalist

Ekow Eshun asks Campbell what led to his choice of title. “I thought back to when I was 16,

when I’d left home and had chosen to do photography,” Campbell responds. “It was because

I couldn’t see myself anywhere. So, I knew that if I wanted to see myself, I had to have

gumption. But what is the essence of feeling seen? In theory, my work is about showcasing. It’s

about putting things within my world under the microscope. My book is about feeling seen

because every person, every object, needs to be handled with care.”

It took, Campbell tells us,

revisiting his entire archive to

really begin to understand his

own message and journey up to

this point. Both arise out of what

he calls “the exploration phase”

and a desire to be “a vessel for

change”. Moving forward, he’s thinking about the next step, and developing a new mission

statement. 

“We’ve done exploration now. It’s like, okay, this is what we're going to do to start building,”

he continues. “I’ve explored so much, but I’ve subdued a lot as well. I kind of want to go glam

rock. I just want to go full camp. In terms of like, more is more is more. I feel like, as a Black man

who is queer and was raised Jehovah’s Witness, there were so many boxes of restriction. Let’s

just go one hundred percent this year.”

To Campbell, one hundred percent means world-building (both creatively and physically), and

taking full control in a new chapter focused on “more self-directed work, at a slower pace”. He

dreams out loud about a scenario in which every Black person working in fashion takes two

months off to go to Nigeria, or Ghana — his ancestral homeland — to rest and recuperate in

preparation for a creative uprising. “As Black people, we’re so spiritually inclined to do things,

and yet we don’t own all the things we're doing them for. And that's where I think we're getting

into focusing more on self.”  

A defining juncture in Campbell’s own exploration phase involved returning to Ghana this time

last year, where he took a number of photographs featured in the book. “I wanted something

new, you know, something to springboard me to the next section of my life,” he says. And so he

went on a very long walk, snapping photos along the way. “I turned 28 there, and I went

missing for a couple of hours. Honestly, I feel like I went on a spiritual journey because I don’t

know where I went. No one else knows where I went, and I woke up at home. It’s not like the

West — getting home is not easy,” he explains, laughing. 

Recognising that time period

marked the beginning of his first

Saturn return, an astrological

period some regard as a cosmic

end of adolescence and entry

into adulthood, Campbell

describes the walk as an

existential experience. He explains experiencing a sense of alignment with his ancestors, a

strange but familiar feeling of connection with all Black people at once. “These pictures, for me,

are almost like a reset, or a closing. I started my photography career going to Ghana, doing

Nii Journal.” Some of those images from that first trip have also made it into the book. “Six

years later, I went back. It's nice to have that timeline. I’ve gone back to places I went before

and it’s just, changed. Some places were anthills — now, it's a metropolis.”

“Feeling Seen” is now available for pre-order until its official release on April 15.

Follow i-D on Instagram and TikTok for more photography. 
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iPhone 13 Pro photographers taking everyday
images to the next level
To celebrate the iPhone 13 Pro's 'Macro' feature, Apple invited users from all over the globe

to share captivating images #ShotoniPhone.

By Ashley Tyner | 13 April 2022, 5:29pm
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Everyone is an artist — it’s an idea famously proposed by German artist, activist, and art theorist

Joseph Beuys. Given the right tools and space to express their point of view, he believed, we

are all capable of making a meaningful creative contribution to the culture. 

This is also a core belief driving the philosophy at Apple, a company known for tools and

products that have shifted and democratized the process of creation. Their latest innovation,

released this past September, is the iPhone 13 Pro’s Ultra Wide camera, which boasts a macro

photography feature that seamlessly elevates everyday photographs to a professional level. To

celebrate, Apple welcomed iPhone users to share their favorite macro images using the

hashtag #ShotoniPhone, and assembled a panel of expert judges from diverse corners of the

photography industry to select the winners. 

“Response from the community of iPhone photographers for this challenge was simply

remarkable, with submissions from tens of thousands of users across the globe,” says judge

Kaiann Drance, who leads product marketing at Apple. “Having access to such a powerful

camera within a device that’s right in people’s pockets unlocks infinite possibilities — whether

that’s as simple as capturing life’s everyday moments, tapping into a newly discovered passion,

or mastering an artist’s craft.”

We spoke to some of the winners — a mix of seasoned photographers and photography

enthusiasts who hail from places like Italy, Argentina, India, China, Boston, San Fransisco, and

New York City — about the power of self-expression, their personal definitions of what truly

makes an artist, and how photography has helped them navigate the challenges of the past

two years. 

Guido Cassanelli

How long have you been interested in photography? 

I was first interested in photography when I started surfing, about 15 years ago, after my father

gifted me a surfboard before starting college. When you practice a sport in nature, you learn

to appreciate the beauty of the world — for me, it was the calmness of the beach and watching

the sunset or sunrise. Around the same time, my mother also gifted me a small digital camera

with about 8.1 megapixels for my 18th birthday. Later on in my life, I fell in love with

photography as a creative art because it allowed me to express myself and nowadays it is

more than entertainment to me and has become a spiritual practice.

What do you enjoy most, or what interests you most, about taking photographs? 

For me, the ocean is my happy place, and the waves are my favorite models. I am passionate

about taking photos near the ocean because I love hearing the waves and watching the

sunrise. Two weeks ago, I was traveling in Brazil, and staying next to a beach they call “Pe Na

Areia”, which means feet in the sand. Every morning, for the 20 days I was there, I would walk

with my Argentinian beverage ‘mate’ and bring my beach chair to watch and capture the

sunrise behind the Atlantic Ocean between some islands. It became my favorite way to start

the day, watching the orange and yellow palettes in the sky, with a hint of lilac and pink in the

clouds. Sometimes, I even got to see the full moon setting and the sun rising, reflecting the

perfect synchronization of the universe. I felt so balanced, mentally and physically — the serenity

and peace I felt was like never before.

How does taking pictures help you to express yourself? 

Photography helps me express myself in a lot of ways, especially because I’m completely in

charge of everything. Placing my eye behind the camera is a magical experience because I

get to make all of the decisions — from lighting, color, white balance to shutter speed and the

aperture of the lens. I get to capture my perspective, and the camera helps me tell my story —

what I’ve lived, where I’ve traveled, and what I love. To me, taking photos is powerful because

you can capture a moment in time and space that would otherwise disappear. It is important to

me that others can see what I’m capturing from my personal lens and transmit my emotions,

experiences, thoughts, and ideas to them.

In your mind, what is the definition of an artist? 

I define an artist as someone who inspires people, whether it be through music, art, acting,

photography, poetry, teaching, cooking, design, and more. If something comes from one’s

heart and soul, made with love, and is able to make someone feel an emotion that inspires

them, that’s an artist to me.  

Marco Colleta

How long have you been interested in photography? 

I’ve been interested in photography since when I was a child. In the beginning it was just a

hobby, but then it became a true passion for me.

Has photography played a role in helping you to navigate the challenges of the past two

years? 

Photography has certainly been valuable to me in many ways. To take a good photo, it’s

important to be curious and to look for beauty everywhere. This approach reminds me to live

life always looking for something positive.

In the last two years, more than ever, photography has helped me to focus on what is beautiful.

Daniel Olah

What do you enjoy most, or what interests you most, about taking photographs? 

What interests me the most is showing my vision to the others.

How does taking pictures help you to express yourself? 

It makes me happy to be able to create. Photography is how I can tell a story without words.

In your mind, what is the definition of an artist? 

I think an artist is someone who, in their profession, after a certain amount of time, develops a

recognizable style and can play with it.

Trevor Collins

How long have you been interested in photography? 

I’ve been interested in photography for a very long time. I started carrying around a small point-

and-shoot camera at the end of elementary school and all throughout middle school. It was at

the end of middle school, when I got my first DSLR, that my excitement for photography really

skyrocketed. I was so curious to find out how popular pictures were taken and how to operate

the camera as a whole. Now, almost all my photos come from my iPhone. Having a great

camera in my pocket enables so many new images I previously would have missed.

What do you enjoy most, or what interests you most, about taking photographs? 

Something I love about photography is its ability to freeze time and keep a memory forever.

How does taking pictures help you to express yourself? 

As a graphic designer, I love vivid colors and simple compositions. Exploring around the city, or

anywhere for that matter, and trying to find these saturated and delightful subjects really helps

me express myself. When I capture these moments and share it around it’s like I’m opening up

and showing others the things that bring me joy in everyday life. 

Hojisan

How does taking pictures help you to express yourself? 

Photography is the photographer's cropping and embellishing of the world.

Has photography played a role in helping you to navigate the challenges of the past two

years? 

After planning to start a family, I went back to my hometown. Followed by the birth of my child

and the pandemic, photography has helped me maintain my passion for creativity and income

despite travel restrictions.

In your mind, what is the definition of an artist? 

Based on my observations while taking pictures of my child, I realized that everyone is born to

be an artist. They have limitless thoughts, and they just don't have enough skills and insight to

produce the work. As we grow up, many of us learn abilities and knowledge, but consciously

or unconsciously overlook those thoughts, which are valuable for self-awareness, self-esteem

and self-realization. If art is to use exceptional skills to express unique opinions, then an artist is

someone who can do both well.

Jirasak Panpiansin

How long have you been interested in photography? 

Over 10 years. I started to pay more attention to photography and took more photos with the

iPhone 4.

What do you enjoy most, or what interests you most, about taking photographs? 

I love the shooting moment and the excitement when I’m going out for shooting.

How does taking pictures help you to express yourself? 

Taking pictures helps to express my love [for] nature and I love to share beautiful scenery of my

small and quiet hometown. 

Has photography played a role in helping you to navigate the challenges of the past two

years? 

Photography is a simple thing in life [that enhances] imagination.

In your mind, what is the definition of an artist? 

To me, an artist has no definition.
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